
Qty Part Description  Part Number
  1......Saddle bag LH  2684843
  1......Saddlebag RH  2684844
  2......Saddlebag liner  2685061
  1...... Instructions   9923600

Before you begin, read these instructions twice and check to be sure all parts and tools are accounted for. 
Please retain these installation instructions for future reference and parts ordering information. 

P/N 2878720

This kit includes:

No Tools Required to Install this Kit

IMPORTANT:  For your safety, and to ensure a satisfactory installation, perform all installation steps 
correctly in the sequence as shown on the attached instructions.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

PRO RIDE SWITCHBACK 
SADDLE BAG KIT

Application  
 All MY12 Pro-Ride Switchback Models
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1. Align front upper saddle bag latch with the front 
upper mounting hole on the rack assembly. Figure 1.

Make certain the Lock and Ride anchors are fully seated in the receptacle and fully locked. 
There is a risk of the saddle bags falling off the vehicle if the anchors are not locked.

2. Rotate bag slightly inward and engage the saddle 
bag hanger onto the rack tube. Figure 2.
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4. Lock the latches in place by pushing downward on 
the cam over lever until it snaps in place. NOTE: 
The Polaris star emblem must face out to be 
latched properly. Figure 4.

5. Install the saddle bag liners by setting them in 
place so the handle is located closest to the rack.  
The liners are symmetrical so they fit either side.  
Make sure the handle and zipper pulls are tucked 
inside the walls of the saddle bag prior to closing 
the lid.

3. Rotate the bag downward and in with light pressure 
until the lower front and rear latches engage the 
lower front and rear mounting holes. Figures 3a 
and 3b.
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6. Close the cover and hook the two rubber straps to 
secure the lid. Figure 5.

7. Repeat Steps 1–5 for installation of the opposite 
side.
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